Relationship between pain and hesitation during movement initiation after distal radius fracture surgery: A preliminary study.
We investigated the relationship between pain and hesitation during movement initiation among 11 adult female patients who had undergone surgery for a distal radius fracture. Data on the patients' pain at rest, pain during movement and score on the Pain Catastrophizing Scale were analyzed. Movement characteristics were assessed by the administration of a finger tapping (FT) task using the thumb and index finger, with the movement repeated 10 times, recorded and analyzed to determine the patient's hesitation when opening or closing her thumb/forefinger during the task. Hesitation of movement initiation was significantly correlated with subjective factors such as pain at rest, pain during movement, and rumination. Pain was not significantly correlated with the physical range of motion. Our findings suggest that hesitation during movement initiation for the FT task may be a type of behavior that is affected by subjective pain. Movement hesitation is a novel clinical sign indicating the possible progression of acute pain into chronic pain. The kinematic evaluation described herein is a convenient clinical measurement that captures a subjective factor.